The steady laminar two-dimensional flow of a micropolar fluid through a porous channel with variable permeability is studied. Various cases of injection at one wall and suction at the other wall with different velocities and injection at both walls or suction at both walls are considered. A semi-analytical Differential Transform Method is used to solve the problem. Comparison of the results with the corresponding Newtonian case is carried out and the efficiency of the DTM is analysed.
Introduction
The flow through channels and circular pipes with permeable walls has fundamental importance in biomedical and engineering industries. Two dimensional steady laminar flow of an incompressible Newtonian fluid through uniform porous walls with same or different permeability have been investigated by several researchers. Berman [3] has investigated the effects of wall porosity on the two dimensional steady incompressible laminar flow of a fluid in a channel with rectangular cross-section. The governing third order ordinary differential equa-tion has been solved by a perturbation technique for slow flows through the porous walls with uniform injection or uniform suction at both walls. Yuan [15] has analyzed the investigation of laminar flow in channels with porous walls. Here, an exact solution has been obtained and the results have been extended to the case of moderate to high-suction or injection velocity. Terrill and Shrestha [11] have studied the flow through parallel uniform porous walls of different permeability for small Reynolds numbers of the flow. The problem has been solved using perturbation technique and a numerical method.
Non-Newtonian fluids play a major role in many industries and machineries. Microfluid is one such fluid. Eringen [6] has developed the theory of microfluids, dealing with a class of fluids, which exhibit certain microscopic effects, arising from local structures and micromotion of fluid elements. These fluids can support stress moments and body couples and are influenced by the spin inertia. Nearly after a decade, Eringen [7] introduced the theory of micropolar fluid, which is a subclass of microfluids. Micropolar fluids are those fluids which are consisting of randomly oriented particles suspended in a viscous medium. In the above work, the theory of micropolar fluids has been formulated and the constitutive laws for fluids with microstructures have been derived. This theory has provided a mathematical model for the non-Newtonian behavior which could be observed in certain fluids such as polymers, colloidal suspensions, animal blood, crystals and so on. Kelson et al. [8] have determined the influence of the material constants of the micropolar fluids on the flow with high mass transfer through the channel walls for uniform injection or suction at the walls. Xin-hui SI et. al. [13] have analyzed the flow of micropolar fluid between two orthogonally moving porous disks. Review for microcontinuum fluid mechanics has been presented by Ariman et al. [1] . Xin-yi SI et. al. [14] have given a homotopy analysis solution for micropolar fluid flow through porous channel with expanding or contracting walls of different permeability.
A semi-analytical approach namely Differential Transform Method (DTM) has been used by several researchers for solving linear and non-linear problems involving ordinary differential equations or partial differential equations [2,4,5,9,10&16] . In an earlier work, the authors [12] have given a DTM approach of solving the problem of two dimensional laminar flow of an incompressible Newtonian fluid through parallel porous walls with variable permeability considering injection at one wall and suction at the other wall with different velocities and injection at both walls or suction at both walls. The present investigation focuses on the use of a micropolar fluid model in such a geometry using DTM.
Solution of micropolar fluid flow through porous channels
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Mathematical Formulation
Consider a steady two dimensional laminar flow of a micropolar fluid through a channel of height 'h' having porous walls of different permeability (Figure 1 ). The flow is driven by a constant pressure gradient with uniform entrance velocity U and is superimposed by the injection at either of the walls and suction at the other wall. The fluid is assumed to have different normal velocities 1 V and 2
V
at the lower and upper walls respectively. Different types of flows arise in a porous channel depending on the signs and magnitudes of 
(2.6)
Case (i):
12 VV  A similarity transform [10, 19] of the form
is used, where U is the entrance velocity and 
The expression for / p   in Eq.(2.12) is a function of  only and thus
(2.14)
Hence (2.11)-(2.13) reduce to
and A1 is an arbitrary constant of integration. The boundary conditions (2.5) and (2.6) become
gg  (2.18) For the case of suction at one wall and injection at the other wall with the upper wall velocity being less than the lower wall velocity, it is required that ( , ) ( / ) ( ) 
A is an arbitrary constant of integration.
The boundary conditions from (2.5) and (2.6) become 
Solution by DTM
The differential transform of a function   X f and its inverse transform are defined as
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For implementation purpose,
is expressed by a finite series such that
Usually, the values of 'n' are decided by the convergence of the series coefficients. 
and the first two boundary conditions from (2.17) and the first condition from (2.18) are transformed into the first three conditions in the following:
Using (3.6) in (3.4) and (3. 
For n=8, solving (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) , the values of 1 b ( 1)( 2)( 3) ( 3) ( 1) ( 1)
and the first two boundary conditions from (2.28) and the first condition from (2.29) are transformed into the first three conditions in the following: 
Results and Discussion
In case (i),  . In figure 6 suction velocity at the upper wall is greater than the injection velocity at the lower wall and the axial velocity profile becomes asymmetric with respect to the middle of the channel and it is pushed towards the upper wall. As R increases up to a certain value of  (near lower wall). After that the velocity increases due to suction at one wall and injection at the other wall. set of non-linear partial differential equations is generally difficult. Hence, the problem has been reduced to a system of non-linear ordinary differential equations using Berman's similarity transformation and the resulting problem has been solved using DTM with ease. This semi-analytical DTM provides a simple iterative method of solution for the problem. On the whole, this paper portrays the efficiency of the DTM for solving such problems governed by highly non-linear coupled set of partial differential equations by reducing to a system of ordinary differential equations. However, it can also be solved using DTM in two dimensions without reducing to ordinary differential equations. There is also scope for solving the above problem using a multi-step DTM which gives a better approximation than DTM.
